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Introduction

We were the first team from Taiwan to participate in the RoboCup Standard
Platform League. Given the limited time and resources, we formed a small size
team with only one faculty member and two students to participate in the SPL
for the first time with Nao Robots in RoboCup 2009 and were in the top 8
teams. This document is the report of Team NTU Robot PAL in support of
the application for participation at RoboCup’10 SPL. Following the team report
and code release 2008 of B-Human team [1], we got familiar with the Nao robots
and incrementally constructed our software system. New components such as
body orientation estimation, goal detection and modified walking parameters
were added to the existing B-Human’s architecture for accomplishing new requirements and improvements at RoboCup 2009. In addition to the perception
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and action modules used in RoboCup’09 SPL, the ongoing efforts are briefly
described in this report.
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The Team

The leader of Team NTU Robot PAL is Chieh-Chih (Bob) Wang, who earned his
Ph.D. in robotics from Carnegie Mellon University in 2004. He established the
Robot Perception and Learning (PAL) laboratory at National Taiwan University
(NTU) in 2005. Currently there are seven Ph.D. students, six master students,
two full time research assistants and two undergraduate students working on the
problems of robot perception and learning with Prof. Wang. Our scientific interests are driven by the desire to build intelligent robots and computers, which
are capable of servicing people more efficiently than equivalent manned systems
in a wide variety of dynamic and unstructured environments. We believe that
perception and learning are two of the most critical capabilities to achieve our
goals. Our work, simultaneous localization, mapping and moving object tracking (SLAMMOT) [2, 3], provides a foundation for robots to localize themselves
and to detect and track other teammates and opponents in dynamic environments. We are currently working on monocular SLAMMOT and multi-robot
SLAMMOT which can be directly applied using the robot’s camera in this competition. Our recent work on interacting object tracking [4, 5] could provide a
means to recognize interactions among robots and higher level game strategies.
Based on our recent work on probabilistic structure from sound using uncalibrated microphones [6], the robot’s microphones could be used not only for
communication but also for localization. Our paper [7] shows the first work to
explicitly deal with laser scanner failure: windows and glasses.
The RobotCup Standard Platform League provides an excellent scenario for
us to exploit and explore robot perception and learning. With the use of the standard platforms, we mainly focus on the theory and software problems. Without
using relatively accurate laser scanners, we would like to see what level of robot
perception we can accomplish using onboard cameras, sonar and microphones.
With the fully integrated humanoid platforms, we would like to exploit and explore what level of robot learning can be accomplished to solve motion control,
path planning and game playing.

3

Perception

In this section, the perception system of Team NTU Robot PAL is presented. Our
implementation followed the framework of the B-Human system [1]. Hardware
related functions such as sensor reading, and raw data processing functions such
as image processing, color segmentation and line detection from the B-Human
system were directly used. The principle components of our perception system
were designed by ourselves.
Section 3.1 introduces the body orientation estimation module which aims at
estimating the pitch and roll angles of the robot head. Section 3.2 describes the
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goal detection module and Section 3.3 addresses the ball detection module. The
overall workflow of the proposed perception system is summarized in Section
3.4.
3.1

Body Orientation Estimation

The robot head pose is critical for field lines, goals and ball localization. Given
the location and orientation of the robot and the assumption that all field line
and the ball lie on the ground, the locations of the field lines and the ball can be
determined accordingly. This approach is efficient as the original three dimensional location estimation problem is simplified into a two dimensional problem.
However, a body orientation estimation module with sufficient accuracy is critical. Although the orientation of the robot could be estimated with the use of the
onboard accelerometer, the measurement readings could not be stable enough
even when the robot is static. By combining accelerometer and gyroscope data,
a Kalman filter is applied to improve the smoothness of the estimates. The body
orientation is predicted using gyroscope data and updated using accelerometer
data and the reliable body orientation estimates are reported.
3.2

Goal Detection

The ability to determine the position of the goal is critical for the robot to take
sensible actions such as kicking and defending. Considering the fact that the
colors of the goal posts are specifically decided by RoboCup SPL, we designed
our goal detection module with the use of color information. The module extracts
blue or yellow lines from the image first [1], then, the extracted lines are classified
into vertical ones and horizontal ones, and in the last step, vertical and horizontal
goal posts are detected by grouping neighboring lines of the same type.
The leftmost and rightmost angles of the goals with respect to the robot
are estimated using a particle filter [1] with the goal post detection result as
measurements, and based on this direction information, the explicit action, such
as the kicking direction, can be determined accordingly. The detected vertical
goal posts and the inferred leftmost and rightmost angles are illustrated in Figure
1.
3.3

Ball Detection

In addition to the position of the goal, the position of the ball is also critical
for scoring. Although the color of the ball is distinctive enough in the field for
the detection module using color information, objects outside the field are possibly of the similar color, e.g. clothes of the surrounding people. These dynamic
background objects with similar colors may degrade the performance of the ball
detector.
Therefore, additional spatial constraints are designed to remove the false
hypothesis in which the ball is outside the field. In practice, after segmenting
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Fig. 1. Goal detection

out the orange regions from the image [1], the radiuses of the candidate balls
and the distances between the balls and the robot are computed. Whether a
candidate is valid or not is decided by the following constraint: the radius of the
candidate should be within a threshold compared with the ideal radius of the
ball in the estimated distance.
After removing false hypotheses that are not consistent with the constraint,
a more reliable ball position is estimated using the ball estimation function
provided in the B-Human system [1].
3.4

Gaming without Global Localization

In the early stage of developing the robot localization module, the Monte Carlo
localization algorithm was applied to estimate the robot pose. The prediction
was computed according to the motion model provided by the walking engine
(see Section 4.1) and the update stage used results from the proposed perception
modules including the extracted field lines [1] and the detected goal direction.
However, due to insufficient time, the proposed algorithm was not working yet
during the competition in Graz.
Thus, an alternative approach was designed to locally localize the robots
with respect to the goal. Given the detection result of the goal, the robot pose
with respected to the goal can be estimated accordingly. Although this local
localization approach is simple, it can efficiently infer the relations between the
goal, the robot and the ball which are sufficient for the reactive-based behavior
module to decide an acceptable action in our practical experiments.
3.5

Summary

To summarize our perception system, the pitch and roll angles of the robot
are firstly estimated from the body orientation estimation module. The goal
direction is then estimated by the goal detection module, and the ball position
is estimated by the ball detection module based on the estimated pitch and roll
angles of the robot. In the last step, relative relations between the goal, the ball,
and the robot are estimated and are finally fed into the action module.
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Action

The action system of Team NTU Robot PAL is described in this section. All of
our motion modules follow the architecture of the B-Human team [1]. Section 4.1
described our modification to improve the speed and stability of robot walking.
The key frames generated to perform kicking motion of robots are addressed in
Section 4.2. Finally, in Section 4.3, the proposed reactive-based behavior module to make decision of what should be done with the estimated ball and goal
locations is described.
4.1

Walking

The walking engine used in our system follows the approach of the B-Human
team. This engine computes inverse kinematics of foot trajectories for calculating the angle of each joint. The foot trajectory is generated according to walking commands such as walking speed and step height. To achieve a high speed
and rarely falling down walking which increases the possibility of winning, the
predefined parameters are modified following the pattern proposed in [8]. The
walking speed of our robot is around 12 centimeters per second. The walking
performances of our robots are satisfactory.
4.2

Kicking

Kicking is probably the most essential motion for the teams applying reactivebased approach to win games. Faster and more stable kicking motion results in
higher probability of scoring a goal. The kicking motion is designed to be as
robust as possible in which the robot should not fall down or enter an unstable
situation. We designed several key poses in which the robot is most likely to
be stable. This means that the robot should remain stable in these poses. The
kicking motion is generated by interpolating the joint angles of the adjacent key
poses which are shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Key Poses of Kicking Motion

It was observed this year that more kicking motions such as side kicks were
performed. The flexibility of kicking did increase the success rate of scoring and
passing. More kicking motions will be designed accordingly.
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Behavior

The behaviors of the two strikers executed in the 2009 competition were simply
the same. Incorporating the information from the proposed perception modules,
the proposed strategy is reactive-based in which the motion is decided using only
the relative goal and ball locations. The strategy is quite brief and is shown in
Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Strategy diagram

The initial state of a striker is in search for ball. The head of the robot is
turning for searching the ball. Once the ball is detected, the state is changed
into go to ball and the striker goes to the ball immediately. When the robot is
near the ball within a small distance, the state changes into search for goal. In
this state, the striker rotates around the ball and search the goal at the same
time. This state is terminated until the ball and the goal are both in front of
the robot. Finally, the striker steps near the ball and kicks. In the conditions
that the ball or the goal can not be detected/seen for several seconds, the state
the robots will be changed to search for ball or search for goal. This mechanism
drives our robots to handle the lost ball or lost goal situations.
This strategy was shown to be effective as the team scored totally three goals
and one penalty shot in the competitions. Two goals were scored in challenging
situations in which the striker made decisions quickly and did not hesitate to
kick.
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Ongoing Work

Based on our accomplishments in 2009, we are currently working on the following
tasks.
5.1

Robot Detection and Recognition

Collaboration could be one of the most important factors to make the team more
intelligent and efficient. The ability to detect and recognize robots, either allies
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or enemies, is a critical skill to achieve collaboration. With the robot detection
and recognition capability, all related information could be fused to improve the
localization performance via limited communication.
The practical design of our robot detection and recognition module is addressed as follows. In the training stage, the speeded up robust features (SURF)
and vector quantized color histograms are extracted from the training images,
and then a support vector machine with Gaussian kernels is applied to train a
binary classifier. In the testing stage, the outputs from the SVM classifier along
with tracking and localization results from other teammates are further fused to
improve the system robustness.

5.2

Collaborative Localization

Collaborative is also a way to enhance the perception ability. Considering a case
that one robot on the field can not see any feature, the estimate uncertainty
gradually increases as the sensor provides no information about the world. The
problem could be solved with information from other robots. Accurate estimates
and reduced uncertainties can be obtained by properly combining all information
from different robots.
Thus, a distributed localization module [9] is being implemented to merge all
information from different robots. The estimator is decomposed into a number
of smaller communicating filters which are individually performed.

5.3

Active Perception

Based on the existing passive perception framework, the robots are able to retrieve rich and stable information about the environment. However, it is still
possible that some parts of the environment are lack of information due to some
unavoidable situations. For instance, when all the robots in the field look toward
the same direction, the states of the uncovered regions will become more and
more uncertain. As the state estimation algorithm only reports the states based
on collected sensory data, the passive perception system may not be able to solve
the insufficient data problem.
It is our interest to enhance the current perception system with the ability
to actively control the robot to collect useful data. More specifically, when the
states of the environment become uncertain or ambiguous, the perception system
will actively suggest some possible solutions to the action module for reducing
the state uncertainty and ambiguity.
The strategy decision module is designed to be able to consider kinds of
possible actions, including moving for defending or attacking and gazing for uncertainty reducing as aforementioned. By designing the reward function properly,
an action can be determined in order to maximize the winning possibility given
the information gathered so far.
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Conclusion

It was our first time this year to participate in RoboCup SPL with the Nao
robots. The simple reactive-based system was developed due to limited time and
our unfamiliarity with the hardware. To improve the overall performance, we are
working on enhancing the action module such as designing more effective and robust walking and kicking patterns. Meanwhile, we are working on strengthening
the perception capability. The distributed multiple robot localization and ball
tracking system is under construction. Enhancing the system with the ability to
model the uncertain environment consisting of both static and dynamic parts is
also of our interest.
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